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,\ short proof of the existence of central polynomial of matrix rings IS glre~ anu 
somc o! IL\ apphcatwns The followmg Charxteruauon or A/urrn~a algrbrus s 
proved. H IS Azumaya lflthere exist a,. b, E R. I = l...., k wth z:. I a,rb, E Z(H). 
yr C R and 2_ LI, 6, = 1. Thor IS proved as a conscqucncc of the fol!owlng 
grnerahratwn of a thcorcm due to M Arrm (and gcneralizcd by C. Prxesl). 1.e; 
R = .1 Ix, ,.... xr] be a p.1. rmg, ,4 a central noethermn subring. J’hcn K IS Azumaya 
if for every two sided Idcal I m R, Z(R/I) -: Z(R)// f> Z(R). wi-crc Z(R) dcnores 
the ccntcr of R. 
INTKOLWUION ANL) NOTATIONS 
The purpose of this paper is to analyse, use and generalize the following 
thcorcm of M. Artin: “Let R be a p.i. ring satisfying the identities of II % n 
matrices, and suppose that for all maximal ideals IV in R, RI/M satislies the 
identities of II x n matrices but not of (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices. Then R is 
Azumaya of constant rank n’.” 12, I5 ] Th is version of the theorem is due to 
Procesi \ Ill. 
In the course of this investigation a simple proof yielding the existence oi 
central (non-trivial) polynomial for matrix rings is discovered. This is done 
in Section 1. In Section 2 we connect this last proof to the object (0:, J(R)) 
and show that essentially all central polynomials are obtained in this way. 
Section 3 is devoted to proving a generalization of Artin’s theorem, namely, 
we show that if R is a p.i. ring and for all ideals I in R, Z(R/I) = 
Z(R),/1 f7 Z(R) then R is Azumaya, provided R = A {x, ,.... xki, where /1 is a 
central noetherian subring. The same result can be obtained for R-noetherian. 
In Section 4 we give the following new intrinsic characterization of Azumaya 
algebras. Suppose R is a ring with 1 E R, then R is Azumaya iff there exist 
a,, bi E R, i = l,..., k, with xf=,a,rb,EZ(R), VrER, and xu,b,=l. WC 
conclude with the following application of Artin’s theorem: Let R = 
F’x 1 I,..., xk) be an afflne, prime, p.i. ring, then R is Azumaya ifs for all 
P C R, prime, k.d.(R/P) = 1, R/P is Azumaya. 
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We use as a rule the basic notations of 14, lo]. For example, N(R) is the 
lower nilradical of R, N(Z) = n P. P prime, P 1 I. I 4 R means I is an ideal 
in R. Z(R) denotes the center of R. [A : B ] = the (finite) dimension of A over 
B. Also p.i.d(R/P) = p.i.d(P) will denote the minimal size of the matrix ring 
into which R/P can be embedded; P a prime ideal. Also if p a Z(R), prime 
p.i.d.(p) = p.i.d(P), where P 4 R is prime and Pn Z(R) = p. k.d(R) = the 
classical Krull-dimension of R. h(P) = the height of the prime ideal P. L,(R) 
denotes a member of the (infinite) series by which one constructs the lower 
nilradical (e.g., in 191). Finally R’ = R $&,,Hj R”, J(R) = the left idea1 in Re 
generated by x @ l - 10 x0, x E R and (O:,. J(R)) = (w E R’ 1 Jw = 0). We 
also have T: R’ -+ Horn ZcRj(R, R) the natural map, and .u: R @,,x, R” ---) R 
by ,~(a @ b) = ab. For this and other notations which we use see [6]. 
1. THE EXISTENCE OF CENTRAL POLYNOMIAL FOR F,,' 
The main purpose of this section is to give an easy and qualitative proof 
of the existence of a central (non-trivial) polynomial for F,,. where F is a 
commutative ring. This fact is already proved in [7, 121. 
Let R = F{X, ,..., x,} be the ring of n X n generic matrices on the 
variables t,,(, i, j = l,..., n; t = I ,...) k; 2, = (SC,,,). R is a domain [ I] and has 
a classical quotient ring D. D is a division ring and ID : Z(D)] < 0~). In 
order to prove our claim, it suffices to show that Z(R) # 0. We have that 
D @Z,“, Do z Horn z.n,(D, D). Let tr(x) denote the reduced trace map 
evaluated on x, tr: D + Z(D); thus tr( ) E Hom,,,,(D, D). Consequently, 
there exist a,. b, E D: JJ:=, a, $3 b, = tr( ) and tr(.u) = C a, x 6, for all 
x E D. By the Ore condition in R, a, =A,e-‘, 6, = f. ‘B,, i = I ,..., r, where 
A,, B,, e,f E R. Thus tr(e xf)= JJA, X B, E R for all -YE R and 
J’.,A,xB,=tr(exf)ERnZ(D)cZ(R) for all xER. In order to 
finish we need to show that x A, x B, f 0 for some x E R. Suppose the 
contrary; then tr(q) = C A,qB, 3 0 for all q E D, since D has a vector space 
basis over Z(D) consisting of elements in R: hence tr( ) = 0, a contradiction. 
Also since CA, x B, = 0 we get that x Ai X B, f constant. Q.E.D. 
One observes that the central polynomial obtained in this way has at least 
one linear variable. 
’ I was told by L Small that S. A. Amltsur had a slmdar Idea several years ago. 
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2. FACTS ON (0 :,J(R)) 
The proof in Section 1 indicates actually the connection between central 
polynomials and (0 :,J(R)). In fact, the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R = A(x, ,..., xk} be a prime p.i. ring, A c Z(R) 
(not necessarily noetherian) then (0 :r J(R)) # 0. 
Proof: By Section 1 we have R, = Q(R) z~ Q. Q“ z Hom,(c,(Q, Q). Let 
u=C:ai@bbpE(O:,J(Q)), v#O since (0 G J(Q)) z Homz,Q,((Q, Z(Q)). 
As in Section 1, ai=A,e-‘, bi = f - ‘Bi and multiplying u by e @So, we 
may assume that ai, bi E R, i = l,..., r. Thus (x @ 1 - 10 x0)(x ai @ by) = 0 
for all x E R (the computations are in Qe). Also we have T: R OzCRj R” -+ 
Hom,,,,(R, R) +oz(y) Hom,,c,(Q, Q) z Qe; hence if w E ker T there exist 
a E Z(R) and a . w = 0. Since ,Y, xa, ybi = xi ai yb,x for x, y E R, we have 
that Re 3 vi = (xi @ 1 - 1 0 xj”)<c a, @ by) E ker T, j = l,..., k (the 
computation is in Re). Let aj E Z(R), satisfying a,vj = 0,j = l,..., k, and d = 
Ca,@byER”; then ,8(xj@ 1 - 1 @ xT)d= 0, j= l,..., k, where /I- 
a, ..- ak. Consequently 
p(x,x,@ 1 - 10 (X,XI)O}d=/I(X,Xc@ 1 - 10 xYxk}d 
= P(x, 0 1)(x, 0 IId- (1 0 x:>w 0 -e&4 
=(x,0 l)P(XlO l)d-(1 ox~>ls(x,o lP1 
Continue by induction on the length of monomials on x1 ,..., xk to get that for 
r E R, P(r 3 1 - 1 $I r”)d = 0; hence /Id E (0 :r J(R)). Also pd # 0 since 
otherwise pu = 0 in Qe; hence v = 0, a contradiction. 
Remark. Actually, the result of Section 1 is a consequence of the last 
proposition since if pd E (0 :r J(R)), /?d # 0, ,f?d E C pai 0 bi then-g(x) = 
x jIai X bi E Z(R) is a central non-trivial element and R = F(X, :..., X,}. 
Remark. We do not know the validity of the previous proposition for a 
general prime p.i. ring R. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let a be an evaluation of central polynomial. Then 
there exists a k such that ak = p(w), where w E (0 :r J(R)). 
ProoJ: By Artin’s theorem R[l/a] G R, is Azumaya; hence, since 
Rlllal @z[m Rll/al”g HomzI,~,l(Rlllal~ Rlllal), there exists 
e = x ai 0 b, E R [ l/a]’ with e E (0 :r J(R,)) and ,u(e) = 1. But ai = Ailah, 
bi = Bi/ah, A,,BiER thus CAi@Bi=e.ahE(O:,J(R,)), J(w)c_kerT, 
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where w = C Ai @ Bi E R’. Consequently, a’ e w E (0 :r J(R)) for some 1, 
and p(a’w) = a’a”,u(e) = a’+h; take k = I + h. 
For a later use we state and prove several facts concerning (0 :,J(H,)), 
where H, is the n x n matrix ring over the field H. 
NOTATION. Let l(H,) = the minimal length of tensors #O in (0 :,J(H,)). 
One observes that & = CI=, ek, @ ej, E (0 :,J(H,)) and I~ij) = n. 
Moreover, since H, OH Hi z Hom,(H,, H,) then (0 :r J(H,)) z 
Hom,,(H,, H) = H,*. Thus [(0 :r J(H,)) : H] = n2 and clearly 
{J;, I i, j = I,..., n} is a basis for (0 :,.I(H,,)). We have the following 
PROPOSITION 2.3. l(H,)= n. 
Proof: We work via induction on the length of a tensor. Let E = 
A’” OR”’ + . . . + A@’ @ B@’ E (0 :,J(H,)), g < n, where A”’ = C ai;)eij, 
B’@ = C/3$/e,,,,. Let cij E (a!,!‘,..., a:$‘), d,, = (/I$) ,..., p$). Then since {&} 
is a basis for (0 :,J(H,)) we obtain the identities 
cij . d,, = 0 if if t and c,~ - d,, = cl, * d,, = a-- cJ . d,,, 
where x . y = x,yi + -.- + x,y, for x = (x ,,..., A$, y = (vi ,..., v,), 
j, s = 1 ,..., n. If Span{d,} = Hfg) with basis dsltl . . . dSglg there exists, 
v E ( l,..., n) and vft , ,..., t, since g < n. Thus cUj . d,,,i = 0 and consequently 
0 = c,, - Span { d,} = cuj . H @). But c,, E H@‘; hence c,, = 0 for j = l,..., n 
andc,j.d,,=...=c,j.d,,=O=... = c,,~ . dsn = 0; therefore E = 0. So we 
may assume that SpanId,,} $ H@’ with basis d r,,, ,..., d,,tl, r < g and 
for (v, w)# (si, t,), i= l,..., r, d,,= Cf-., A,(v, w)dsi,;. Thus /J$= 
Cf- 1 li(V, w)P$, j = l,..., g. 
so I(E) < r < g and by induction we are done, since the case g = 1 is 
obviously impossible. 
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3. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
The main result here is the following theorem 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R = A{x ,,..., xk] be a pi. ring, A a central noetherian 
subring. Then 
R is Azumaya iff: for euery ideal I of R, Z(R/I) = Z(R)/I n Z(R)(*). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a ring,finitely generated as a Z(R) module, 1 E R 
and satisfies condition (*), then R is Azumaya. 
Proqf: It suffices to show that for every maximal ideal m of Z(R), R/mR 
is separable over Z(R)/m ([6, p. 721). R/mR is obviously finite dimensional 
over Z/m = K and by (*), Z(R/mR) = Z/m = K. Also K being a field 
implies that N(R/mR) n K = 0 and therefore Z((RfmR)/N(R/mR)) = K. Let 
Nz N(mR)= P,n ... n P,, where Pi is a maximal ideal of R for i = l,..., r. 
Then, 
Z]m=K=Z = Z(R/N) = Z(R/n Pi) 
=Z (&%RjP,)=~@Z(R/P,). 
Consequently, since K is a field, I = 1 and R/N is simple with center K. Let 
R,=R/mR, N,rN/mR=N(R,). Then if N(R,)‘=O and N(R,)‘-‘#O, 
Y(R i)‘-’ is a two sided (RI/N,), K bimodule (in the language of [6\), that 
s, N(R ,)‘-I is a left (R ,/N,)e module which commutes with K = Z(R ,/N,). 
Consequently N:-’ z (N:.-‘}R1’N1 OK (R,/N,} 16, p. 54). But jN;-‘}R”‘Ni = 
(n E N:-’ i nx = CI, V2 E R ,/N,}. Now, if n E N:- ‘, ti = nx, kn = xn for 
UER,, consequently (N:- ’ ) ’ I IN1 c Z(R,)n N{-’ &K n N, = (0). Hence 
(N;-‘}“d”i = (0) and therefore N{-’ = {O}. Thus N, = (0); equivalently 
Y = mR. Hence RJmR = RJN is simple and Z(R/N) = Z(R)fm = K. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Step (i). R = /i{x, ,..., xk\ is prime. Let 
D a Z(R), prime, h(p) = 1. Then R, is finite over Z,, by 14, Theorem 2.81, 
lvhere 2 = Z(R). R, satisfies (*) and by the previous lemma we get that R, 
s Azumaya; Z(R,) = Z,. In particular R, is free over Z,, and 
ank, R, = n2, n = p.i.d(R). But [RJp,,R,: K] = n2, where K = ZJp, = 
Z(R,/ppR,); hence p.i.d(R,/p, RJ = n. Consequently if P (1 R prime and 
i(Pn Z) = 1 then p.i.d(P) = n = p.i.d(R). Given Q Q R, prime and q = 
2 n Z, we shall prove by induction on h(q) that p.i.d(Q) = n = p.i.d(R). The 
:ase h(q) = 1 is already checked above. Let V 4 R prime, u = Vn Z c q, 
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p.i.d(V) = n and u is maximal to satisfy it. Let us w G q, w a Z, prime and 
h(w/u) = 1. Since p.i.d( V) = n there exist W a R, prime, M/X V and 
WnZ= w [4, 141. Then (R/V),-, is finite 14, Theorem 2.8 ] over its center 
Z,,/v, and by the previous lemma it is Azumaya. As before p.i.d(W/V) = n; 
equivalently p.i.d.(W) = n. The maximality of u now implies that u = q. 
Finally by Artin’s theorem we get that R is Azumaya. 
Step (ii). The general case. N(R) = OF=, Pi [lo] and by Step (i) we get 
that R/Pi is Azumaya i = l,..., I; hence R/n Pi is Azumaya (e.g., by (5, 
p. 4601. Consequently R/N(R) is a finite Z(R/N(R)) = Z/a module, where 
NnZ=a, and by [lo, pp. 119-1201, N(R). is a finitely generated as a two 
sided ideal. Let R, = R/aR, N, = N(R,) = N(R)/aR and R, = R,/N:. Then 
Z(R,) = Z/a = Z(R,/N,) E K, N, = N,/Ni and RJN, = R/N is Azumaya 
with center K. Hence by the same argument as in Lemma 3.2, 
N, z Nfl/N1 OK R,/N, and by the same reasoning Nf”“’ = {O}; hence 
N, = (O} or N,=Ni= ... = Nb for all t. Now R, being a p.i. ring implies 
that N, = Ni cL,(RJ [lo, p. 591. Consequently since N, is a finitely 
generated two sided ideal we get that (0) = Nr = N, for some m, that is, 
N=aR. Now, N=aR =a,R + ... + a,R, ai E Z(R) and N’ = (0} for some 
t, thus by a standard induction on N’/N’+‘, i = I,..., c - 1 we get that R is a 
finite Z module and we use Lemma 3.2 again. 
The direction that R Azumaya implies condition (*) is a well-known fact 
(e.g. [6, p.461). 
Remark 1. Theorem 3.1 ‘can be regarded as a generalization of Artin’s 
theorem since we then have Ci p[X,J = 1 for certain evaluations of a central 
polynomial p(X] and this is easily seen to yield condition (*). 
Remark 2. We do not know if Theorem 3.1 is valid for a general p.i. 
ring R satisfying condition (*). A similar theorem though for R noetherian 
p.i. can be proved. 
Remark 3. Theorem 3.2 has an interesting interpretation in terms of 
quasi-projective modules. Indeed, it is proved in 13, p. 41 that condition (*) 
is equivalent o the fact that xeR is a quasi-projective module. Recall that R 
is Azumaya if ReR is a projective module (via the obvious action). So we 
obtain as a corollary the following 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R = A (x, ,..., xk} a p.i. ring, A a commutative 
noetherian centrul subring. Then 
ReR is projective itT ReR is quasi-projective. 
Remark 4. The restriction of R being a p.i. ring is crucial in 
Theorem 3.1 since simple rings with a unit satify condition (*) trivially. 
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4. INTRWSIC CHARACTERIZATION OF AZUMAYA ALGEBRAS 
The main result of this section is the following theorem, characterizing 
Azumaya algebras by an intrinsic elementwise condition. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a ring, 1 E R. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) R is Azumaya. 
(2) There exist ai, bj E R i, j = l,..., k such that C”=, a,rb, E Z(R) for 
every r E R, and C:=, aibi = 1. 
Remark 1. No p.i. assumption is made on R. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a prime ring and C”=, airbi E Z(R) for r E R and 
x airbi f 0. Then R is a p.i. ring. 
ProoJ Let A be the Martindale ring of quotient (e.g. [8, p. 201) and 
C=Z(A). Let S=R.C, O#a,=Ca,z,b, and S,=S[l/a,]. We will 
show that S, is a p.i. ring. We have that C aisbi E Z(S,) = C,, for s E S,. 
By the Martindale-Smith lemma (e.g. [8, Lemma 1.3.21 or [ 161) if 
C{ cixdi = 0 Vx E S, and I is minimal then (ci} are linearly dependent; 
hence C ci @ d, = 0. Thus if T: S, &., Sy -+ Hom,,(S,, S,) is the natural 
map, then ker T = 0 but 
J(S,) i ai$@ b,) E ker T= (O} 
i-l 1 
and 
= i ai$bi= 1; 
i-l I 
thus e = C:= i ai(zl/al) @ bi is a separability idempotent and S, is Azumaya 
[6]. In particular S, and R are p.i. rings. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let R be a semiprime ring, Cf.-, a,rbi E Z(R) for r E R 
and C aibi = 1. Then R satisfies the identities of k x k matrices. 
Proof Let P 4 R, be a prime ideal. By Lemma 4.2, R/P is a p.i. ring. 
Let Q(R/P) be the quotient ring of R/P and H its splitting field. Then R/P c 
Q(R/P) E Q(R/P) @ H g H,, n = p.i.d(R/P). Now, by Proposition 2.3, 
n < k since Cfl i a, @ bi E (0 :r J(H,)). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let S=A(a ,,..., ak, b ,,..., b,, x1 ,..., x,], 
,4 c Z(R) and noetherian. S is Azumaya. Indeed Z(S) G Z(R) since if 
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s E Z(S), s * 1 = s(C a,&) = c a,& E Z(R). Let a = N(S) f7 Z(S), 
So s S/as then S,/Ni is p.i. by Lemma 4.3 and is Azumaya by 
Theorem 3.1, where N, = N(S,). But N,,/Ni n Z(So/Ni) = (O}, thus 
No/N:= (0) or N,,=Ni. Now by the Artin-Tate lemma (as in [ 10, 
pp. 118-l 19]), we get that since So/N, is Azumaya then N, is a finitely 
generated two sided ideal. N, c LAS,) for some minimal y and being finitely 
generated implies that 7 is not a limit ordinal; hence y = j3 + 1 but then N, G 
L ASo&( h ence Nk sL4(So) for some t or N, = Nk EL~(S,J, a 
contradiction. So, N, = (O), that is, N(S) = as. As before N(S) is finitely 
generated, a c Z(S); hence N(S)’ = {O} f or some t. Thus S is a p.i. ring and 
we conclude by Theorem 3.1 that S is Azumaya. Let 
wEkerT,, where T~:RC+l-lly(R,R), w= x ci@diERe. 
i=l 
Let S =/i (a, ,..., ak, b, ,..., b,, c, ,..., c,, d, ,..., d,}, /1 a central noetherian 
subring. Then by the previous argument S is Azumaya, and Z(S) G Z(R). 
Let A = S . Z(R); then A is Azumaya and Z(R) = Z(A). Now C c,adi = 0 
Va E A, thus C ci @ di E ker T,, where T,, : Ae-l Hom,,,,(A,A). But T, is 
isomorphism; 
;c,@dp+wER’, 
hence 0 = C ci @ di E A’. Consequently, since 
we get that w = 0. Therefore ker TR = 0 and 
,I(1 ai @ b,) E ker TR = 0. Now p(C ai @ bi) = 1 implies that e = c a, 0 bi 
is a separability idempotent and therefore R is Azumaya. 
To prove the other direction we suppose now that R is Azumaya; then 
there exists a separability idempotent e = C ai 0 by such that 
J(R)(C a, @ by) = 0 and p(e) = 1. Hence (1 @ x0 - x @ 1)(x ai 0 by) = 0 
for all xER and Ca,b,= 1. So Cxai@by=Cai@ (b,x)” for xER and 
by evaluating on r E R we get that x(x a,rb,) = (C airbi)x for x, r E R. 
That is, Ca,rb,EZ(R), for rER and Ca,b,= 1. 
EXAMPLE. R=(G 4,)laJEFw F a field} is an Azumaya algebra, 
sincewecantakea,=e,,+e,,,b,=e,,+e,,,a,=e,,+e,,,b,=e,,+e,, 
and a,xb, + a,xb, E Z(R) for all x E R and aI 6, + a,b, = 1. Indeed 
a,xb, =xl,e,, +x33e33 +x13e13=x,,(e,, +e,,)+x,,e,,, since x,, =x337 
a2~b2=~IIe22+~33e44+~13e24=~II(e22+e44)+~13e24. Thus a,xb, + 
a,xb, =x,, .I +x13(e13 + e24) E Z(R) since e,3 + e,, E Z(R) can be easily 
verified. 
A Second Proof of Theorem 4.1. We prove the theorem with R = 
/i i-q ,..*, xk) prime p.i. The reduction to the p.i. case should be carried 
out as before. The new ingredient here is that we avoid the use of 
Theorem 3.1. Indeed, we show that for P 4 R, prime p.i.d(P) = p.i.d(R) = n 
and then apply Artin’s theorem. Let P Q R, prime, h(P) = 1 then going to 
T(R) c T(R) Z(T(R)) E r [4] we have Q Q r, prime, h(Q) = 1, Q n R = P 
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and h(q) = 1, where q = Q nZ(n. But Z(T) is Krull; hence Z(T), is a 
D.V.R. and T4 is free. Thus v: (T,)’ -+ Hom,,a,g(T,, Fq) is l-1, that is, 
ker v = 0. But C aizb, E Z(F,) for z E Fq since T4 is a central extension of 
R. Consequently J(?;,)(c a,) 6,) c ker v = (0) and ,u(c a, @ bi) = 
C a,b, = 1: that is, Tg is Azumaya of rank nz and p.i.d.(P) = p.i.d(Q) = n = 
p.i.d(R). 
Continue the process with R/P which satisfies the same assumptions and 
we get (with the aid of induction on k.d(R)) that for all P 4 R, prime, 
p.i.d(P) = p.i.d.(R). Again by Artin’s theorem we are done. 
We offer as a corollary the following theorem 
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a ring, 1 E R, satisfying a regular central 
polynomial of n x n matrices and p.i.d(M) = n for every maximal ideal M of 
R. Then R is Azumaya. 
Here by regular we mean that at least one of its variables is linear. 
Proof. It can be easily checked that there exists ai, bi E R, i = l,..., k, 
satisfying C airbi E Z(R) for all r E R and C a,b, = 1. 
Remark. This theorem is a generalization of Artin’s theorem. A special 
case is already obtained in [ 151, where the regular central polynomial is 
rather special. 
We conclude this section yet with another, somewhat surprising, 
application of Artin’s theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let R = F{x, ,..., xkj be an affine, prime p.i. ring. Then R 
is Azumaya iff R/P is Azumaya for all P -CI R, prime and k.d.(R/P) = 1. 
Proof We may assume that k.d(R) > 1 since otherwise we are done. By 
Artin’s theorem we need to prove that for all Q Q R, prime p.i.d(Q) = 
p.i.d(R). By induction on Krull dimension, we may assume that R/Q is 
Azumaya for all Q a R, Q # 0 and prime. Let P 4 R, prime and h(P) = 1. 
There exists P1_a T(R) Z(T(R)) = T, prime, h(P,) = 1 and P, n R = P; here 
Z(T(R)) = Z(T) is the normalization ofZ(T(R)) and consequently an alfine 
domain. Since k.d.(T)- h(P,) = k.d.(T/P,) [ 13 ], there exists Q,3 P,, a 
prime ideal in T satisfying _ Q, f7 R = Q, q1 = Q, nZ(T) and 
44,) = Wp,) : 1, where P, n Z(T) = p,). Suppose that p.i.d(Q,) < n = 
p.i.d(R) = p.i.d(T). By the principal ideal theorem on Z(n, there are 
infinitely many height one primes {p,} with 03 p, c ql. There exists 
therefore p,, E p. with h(p,) = 1 and P, 4 T prime with P, n Z(p) = pO 
and p.i.d(P,) = n. By “going up” there exists Q,,$ P,, Q, a T. prime and 
Q, n Z(T) = ql. p.i.d(R/P, n R) = n, and R/P, n R Azumaya implies that 
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p.i.d(Q, n R) = n; hence p.i.d.(Q,) = n. Let a be an evaluation of a central 
polynomial such that a 6! Q,. Then a E Q, n Z(r> = q, c Q,, a 
contradiction. Thus p.i.d(Q,) = n; hence p.i.d(P,) = n = p.i.d(P). 
Remark. The example in (5, p. 4381 shows that this theorem is not true 
for a general prime p.i. ring, even for R = T(xl ,,.., xk}, where r is not 
noetherian, r C_ Z(R). 
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